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Key Points:6

• Small fractures up to a threshold size can be lumped with the rock matrix and7

upscaled into an equivalent porous medium.8

• We determine the threshold size from the relationship between upscaled perme-9

ability and the size range of small fractures.10

• Where applicable, the upscaled permeabilities are efficiently established using the11

Effective Medium Theory compared to numerical upscaling.12
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Abstract13

Fractures can have variable effects on fluid flow in a porous rock. Moderately conduc-14

tive fractures may enhance the rock’s overall effective permeability while highly conduc-15

tive fractures may completely dominate fluid transport. Fluid flow modelling is impor-16

tant to quantify the impact of fractures on the performance of a reservoir. However, sim-17

ulating fluid flow is computationally intensive due to the heterogeneities introduced by18

the fracture network. In this work, complex fracture patterns are simplified using hy-19

brid implicit-explicit representations to yield a computationally tractable model. Hybrid20

modelling requires the selection of a partitioning size to group fractures by size. Small21

fractures are upscaled with the rock matrix; large fractures are explicitly represented.22

Our study shows that, given a naturally fractured reservoir, an upper limit exists for the23

partitioning size and that this threshold partitioning size can be determined without trial24

and error. Using artificial and realistic fracture patterns, we created hybrid models us-25

ing different partitioning sizes and subjected them to pressure drawdowns. Simulated26

production rates were compared against reference results obtained from simulations on27

the original fracture patterns. Beyond a threshold partitioning size unique to each frac-28

ture pattern, hybrid model results deviate significantly from reference solutions. The thresh-29

old is identified from the relationship between upscaled permeabilities and partitioning30

sizes, and corresponds to the point where the effective permeability of small fractures31

begins to increase rapidly. The permeability-size relationship is obtained using numer-32

ical flow-based upscaling. For uniformly distributed fractures with no abutment relation-33

ships, the Effective Medium Theory is shown to generate accurate permeability-size re-34

lationships.35

Plain Language Summary: Naturally fractured reservoirs are exploited in sev-36

eral industries as they (1) may contain oil and gas, (2) can also be used to extract heat37

from underground, (3) form pathways for groundwater to flow, (4) can be used to store38

CO2 and mitigate climate change. As such, it is important to predict how fluids will move39

through such reservoirs. This is difficult because fractured reservoirs contain fractures40

that differ greatly in size. One approach that alleviates this problem is to represent the41

rock and smaller fractures by an equivalent porous medium that has a comparable flow42

behaviour. Our study finds that this approach works, but there is a limit to what can43

be considered small. When this simplification is applied to fractures that are larger than44

the limit, the resulting equivalent representation fails to capture the correct flow behaviour.45

We show that the limit can be pre-determined by studying how the equivalent rock prop-46

erties change with the size range of small fractures. We also show that this procedure47

can be carried out efficiently using a technique based on the Effective Medium Theory.48

The findings in this study will allow industry practitioners to systematically simplify their49

fractured reservoir flow modelling problems.50

1 Introduction51

Naturally fractured reservoirs are abundant in nature and of great interest in ar-52

eas including but not limited to hydrocarbon extraction, geothermal energy production53

and underground water resources exploitation (Berkowitz, 2002). More recently, there54

has also been interest in fractured reservoirs as potential sites for carbon sequestration55

(March, Doster, & Geiger, 2018). In all these applications, the central process at play56

is fluid flow in fractured porous media, and accurately modelling this process is crucial57

for engineering success.58

However, the highly heterogeneous nature of fractured reservoirs makes flow mod-59

elling difficult. Instead of representing all fractures in a simulation model, a popular ap-60

proach, known as the continuum method, is to represent the fracture network as equiv-61

alent porous media. The conversion from discrete fractures to a continuum representa-62
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tion involves a process known as upscaling. Depending on the type of fracture system,63

various continuum models can be constructed via different approaches (Berkowitz, 2002;64

Berre, Doster, & Keilegavlen, 2018; Flemisch et al., 2017).65

For fracture networks in an impermeable background matrix, flow only occurs in66

fractures. In particular, flow is predominantly facilitated by the hydraulic backbone in67

the fracture network. Such systems are usually represented as a single continuum via one68

of two upscaling approaches: geometry or flow-based upscaling. In geometry based up-69

scaling, a grid is superposed on the fracture network, and the fracture network conduc-70

tivity is mapped onto the grid based on intersections between fractures and grid cell bound-71

aries (Botros, Hassan, Reeves, & Pohll, 2008; Roubinet, Dreuzy, & Davy, 2010; Svens-72

son, 2001). Flow-based upscaling, on the other hand, employs local steady-state solu-73

tions to the Laplace problem to back-calculate effective permeabilities using Darcy’s law.74

This can be done numerically through simulations on the grid cell scale (Durlofsky, 1991;75

Jackson, Hoch, & Todman, 2000). Alternatively, Oda (1985) provides an analytical ap-76

proach to flow-based upscaling of well connected networks, which does not require any77

simulations.78

Instead of an impermeable matrix, the focus of this paper is on fractured porous79

media, which are complicated by the presence of significant matrix permeability, result-80

ing in distinctive time scales for flow in fractures and the matrix. Moreover, unconnected81

fractures are now able to communicate through the matrix, making a hydraulic back-82

bone difficult to identify (Matthai & Belayneh, 2004). For well connected fracture net-83

works, dual porosity and dual permeability models are often used; these models repre-84

sent the fractures and matrix as separate continua that interact with each other through85

transfer functions. Dual porosity models assume no communication between matrix blocks,86

while dual permeability models allow flow between matrix blocks (Lemonnier & Bour-87

biaux, 2010; Warren & Root, 1963). Upscaling of the fractures into a secondary contin-88

uum can be performed using the same methods employed for flow in fractured imper-89

meable media.90

If a fracture network is poorly connected, a single continuum representation, in which91

fractures are upscaled alongside the matrix, can be used (Berre et al., 2018). In such cases,92

only flow-based upscaling can be employed since the geometrical approach is unable to93

account for matrix flow. The upscaling procedure can be performed numerically using94

the method proposed by Durlofsky (1991) for general heterogeneous permeability fields.95

Alternatively, analytical flow-based upscaling can be performed using the Effective Medium96

Theory, which represents fractures as thin ellipsoids embedded in a matrix (Sævik, Berre,97

Jakobsen, & Lien, 2013; Saevik, Jakobsen, Lien, & Berre, 2014). For completeness, a vari-98

ant of flow-based upscaling known as aggregation based upscaling was recently introduced99

by Hui, Karimi-Fard, Mallison, and Durlofsky (2018). In this approach, a steady state100

single phase flow simulation is first performed for a finely gridded model. The fine cells101

are then aggregated into coarse cells. Transmissibilities between coarse cells are derived102

using fluxes obtained from the steady state single phase flow simulation. As the steady103

state simulation is performed for the full flow domain before grid coarsening is performed,104

aggregate based upscaling better captures the long range effect of large fractures. In com-105

parison, in the method by (Durlofsky, 1991), large fractures that extend out of the coarse106

cell are truncated when performing the upscaling procedure, causing the long range ef-107

fect of large fractures to be missed. However, as the method by Durlofsky (1991) is eas-108

ier to implement and widely used, we have chosen to use this method for numerical up-109

scaling in our work, bearing in mind that upscaled fractures should be smaller than the110

domain being upscaled.111

In practice, continuum methods are increasingly being used in conjunction with Dis-112

crete Fracture and Matrix (DFM) methods, which explicitly represent fractures in per-113

meable rocks. Such methods are collectively termed hybrid methods and can involve var-114

ious continuum-DFM method combinations. One such model is the single porosity hy-115
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brid model; this model represents small scale fractures and the matrix using a single con-116

tinuum - sometimes called a pseudo-matrix - and explicitly represents large fractures (Lee,117

Lough, & Jensen, 2001; Li & Lee, 2008; Rogers, Enachescu, Trice, & Buer, 2007). The118

single porosity hybrid model can be viewed as a simplified DFM model with reduced com-119

plexity. Within the framework of hybrid models, single porosity hybrid models are the120

simplest possible hybrid models. More complex models that couple DFM and multi-continuum121

approaches have also been developed. For example, Jiang and Younis (2015) proposed122

a dual permeability hybrid model which combines DFM and the dual permeability model.123

While complex hybrid models have been shown to produce accurate results, they are com-124

putationally more expensive. Hence, simpler hybrid models are preferred whenever they125

are applicable. For fields where fracture network properties vary between zones, differ-126

ent hybrid models may be used in each zone to reduce the overall computational resources127

required for flow modelling. The main motivation for the shift towards hybrid models128

is that fractured reservoirs tend to exhibit multiple length scales; upscaling on a grid cell129

basis will under-represent the highly conductive nature of fractures larger than the cell130

size. Ideally, full fracture network representation through DFM methods would circum-131

vent errors arising from upscaling. However, limitations on computational resources ne-132

cessitates the use of continuum methods in conjunction with DFM methods.133

While promising, the introduction of hybrid methods opens up further questions134

regarding how they should be constructed. In particular, which fractures should be up-135

scaled and which ones should be explicitly modelled? How many continua should the up-136

scaled fractures be represented with? Which continuum should each fracture belong to?137

The answers to these questions may even vary between zones in a reservoir due to spa-138

tial variations in fracture network properties. In our work, we apply a bottom up ap-139

proach by investigating the applicability of single porosity hybrid models for flow mod-140

elling in fractured porous media. In single porosity hybrid model applications, the frac-141

ture network is often partitioned into two sets: one set with small fracture and another142

with larger fractures (Lee et al., 2001; Li & Lee, 2008; Rogers et al., 2007; Siripatrachai,143

Ertekin, & Johns, 2016). While we acknowledge that this is a simplistic approach, we144

argue that since large fractures tend to have a larger impact on flow than small ones, the145

approach is reasonable. As such, in this work, we will focus on how fracture sets can be146

split into these small and large fracture sets. We use the concept of a partitioning size147

to define small and large fractures; the former fractures have sizes smaller than the par-148

titioning size, and vice versa. Using either numerical or analytical flow-based upscaling,149

equivalent porous media with effective permeabilities are derived to implicitly account150

for flow in small fractures and the rock matrix. Meanwhile, the large fractures are ex-151

plicitly represented. It should be noted that, here, we are not proposing a new single poros-152

ity hybrid method. On the contrary, the outlined process of constructing a single poros-153

ity hybrid model is similar no matter what DFM or upscaling approach is used. Instead154

of comparing different types of single porosity hybrid models, the focus of our work is155

on determining when the single porosity hybrid modelling approach can be applied. Con-156

structing a hybrid model using a small partitioning size preserves as many details as pos-157

sible, at the expense of computational efficiency. On the other hand, large partitioning158

sizes yield significant model simplifications, but at the cost of model accuracy.159

In this paper, we explore the relationships between effective permeabilities and par-160

titioning sizes using various fracture networks. We observe from these relationships that161

there exists threshold partitioning sizes beyond which effective permeabilities increase162

rapidly. We propose an algorithm for determining the threshold partitioning size cor-163

responding to each fractured reservoir. We further hypothesize that for a fractured reser-164

voir, single porosity hybrid models should only be constructed using partitioning sizes165

below the corresponding threshold. To verify this, we compare the performances of hy-166

brid models created using various partitioning sizes against full model solutions. The re-167

sults ascertain that hybrid models can indeed be used to simplify complex fractured reser-168

voir simulations if partitioning sizes are below observed thresholds. Additionally, we also169
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show that the permeability-size relationship can be produced efficiently using the Effec-170

tive Medium Theory. This approach enables fast calculations of threshold partitioning171

sizes. If additional geological features such as fracture abutment relationships or non-172

uniform spatial distributions need to be considered, the slower numerical flow-based up-173

scaling approach, which is less restrictive in terms of fracture network properties, can174

also be used.175

2 Methods176

In this section, we elaborate on the methods used to generate Discrete Fracture Net-177

works (DFN) for the purpose of our studies. The DFNs are converted into simulation178

models for flow modelling. The first set of flow simulations performed are incompress-179

ible single phase flow. These simulations allow us to conduct numerical upscaling of the180

DFNs. Additionally, for some DFNs, the upscaling results are reproduced using the Ef-181

fective Medium Theory. In this section, we also outline the procedure for determining182

threshold partitioning sizes for each DFN based on the outputs from the upscaling pro-183

cedure. Finally, we create hybrid simulation models for each DFN. The full and hybrid184

models are subjected to pressure drawdowns to simulate production responses, which can185

then be compared against each other. The comparison of the production responses al-186

low us to evaluate how well a hybrid model represents a fully resolved model.187

2.1 Data188

The Discrete Fracture Networks (DFN) used in this study are either (1) generated189

in 3D using the procedures laid out in Priest (1993), or (2) based on realistic 2D frac-190

ture networks (Figure 4) (Bisdom et al., 2017; Bisdom, Bertotti, & Nick, 2015). Using191

these DFNs for our study allows for more manageable and reproducible computations192

in comparison to using a full field model.193

For each 3D DFN, three orthogonal sets of circular fractures are generated stochas-194

tically in a 100m x 100m x 100m cubic domain by drawing from a power law distribu-195

tion for size and uncorrelated uniform distribution in space. The base parameters used196

are the fracture density (P32 = 0.15m2/m3 per fracture set), the power law exponent197

of fracture sizes (ns = 1.5), and the fracture size range (smin = 5m and smax = 20m198

in radii) (Bonnet et al., 2001; Dershowitz & Herda, 1992; Ebigbo, Lang, Paluszny, & Zim-199

merman, 2016). Fractures are prevented from being unrealistically close to each other200

using 1% of fracture size as a minimum distance. Fracture apertures vary with size, fol-201

lowing an aperture-size ratio of 3.5 × 10−5, which was chosen to ensure that fracture202

apertures were close to 1mm, as observed by Bisdom et al. (2015). Aperture is used to203

calculate fracture intrinsic permeabilities using the cubic law (Witherspoon, Wang, Iwai,204

& Gale, 1980). Rock permeability used is Km = 10mD. Four different cases are con-205

sidered here: (A) Base case using the presented parameters, (B) 2 × P32, (C) 2 × ns206

and (D) 2×smax. The 3D DFNs are shown in Figure 1, with each example containing207

respectively 1785, 3610, 2607 and 879 fractures. Additionally, nine other cases were also208

studied; the parameters used are documented in Text S1 and Table S1.209

The 2D DFNs are created from a publicly available dataset containing trace maps210

of fractures observed on outcrops of the Jandaira Carbonate Formation in Brazil. The211

trace maps used in this study are the Apodi 2 and 4 maps, named after the municipal-212

ity where the outcrop is located. Both fracture networks are multiscale in nature and213

exhibit fracture sizes (lengths) ranging across two orders of magnitude. The data was214

compiled by Bisdom et al. (2015) and contains the nodal coordinates for each identified215

fracture as well as the fracture’s size. Two square domains are cropped from the dataset,216

and are respectively 220m x 220m and 100m x 100m in size for Apodi 2 and 4. As no217

reliable aperture information were obtained for these fracture networks, we account for218

the variability in fracture apertures by assuming an aperture-size ratio of 3.5×10−5 to219
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keep the largest aperture (corresponding to a fracture length of 218m) below 10mm. The220

smallest aperture (corresponding to a fracture length of 1.1m) is 38.7 microns. Fracture221

permeabilities are evaluated using the cubic law. Rock permeability used is Km = 1mD.222

The fracture networks are shown in Figures 1, with Apodi 2 containing 298 fractures and223

Apodi 4 containing 546 fractures.224

2.2 Fully Resolved Models225

The simulations in this paper are performed using the Embedded Discrete Frac-226

ture Model (EDFM), which is available through the MATLAB Reservoir Simulation Tool-227

box (MRST) (Lie et al., 2012; Shah, Møyner, Tene, Lie, & Hajibeygi, 2016). This im-228

plementation of EDFM allows matrix grids to be independently constructed, while the229

fractures grids are constructed based on intersections between fractures and matrix cells.230

Non-neighbouring connections (NNC) are used to facilitate fracture-matrix and fracture-231

fracture flow (Lee et al., 2001; Li & Lee, 2008; Moinfar, Varavei, Sepehrnoori, & Johns,232

2014). Fully resolved models are created from the 2D and 3D DFNs using the EDFM233

module in MRST. Note that by ’fully resolved’, we are referring to the fact that all frac-234

tures are treated explicitly in the simulation model. These fully resolved models will be235

used to generate reference simulations to compare hybrid model simulations against. The236

number of grid cells and NNCs for each fully resolved model is shown in Table 1. For237

Cases A to D, the matrix cell size was chosen on the basis of practicality. Due to the high238

fracture densities used, the use of small matrix cell sizes resulted in long EDFM prepro-239

cessing times. As such, the matrix cell size was chosen so that EDFM preprocessing for240

Cases A to D would take no more than a few hours. In retrospect, the agreement be-241

tween results from the Effective Medium Theory and the EDFM models for Cases A to242

D gives us confidence that the models are sufficiently resolved (Figure 3). For Apodi 2243

and 4, the matrix grids are structured but non-uniform in size in order to allow higher244

grid resolution around the wells. The higher resolution is required to capture the large245

pressure changes near the wells.246

Table 1. Number of grid cells and NNCs for the fully resolved simulation models of the 2D

and 3D DFNs.

Name Matrix cells Fracture cells NNCs

A 15625 42101 67033
B 15625 84015 182589
C 15625 45919 72726
D 15625 36503 58568

Apodi 2 56644 8804 10107
Apodi 4 68906 16806 20651

2.3 Fracture Subset Upscaling247

To create a hybrid model, we first need to upscale all fractures smaller than a se-248

lected partitioning size, sp - we call this Fracture Subset Upscaling (FSU) (Figure 2).249

FSU using EDFM is done by solving the Laplace equation for a square domain contain-250

ing only fractures with sizes in [smin, sp], subject to a pressure differential on two op-251

posing boundaries, and no-flow condition on the remaining boundaries. From a simu-252

lation standpoint, fractures that are larger than sp can simply be deactivated to exclude253

them from the flow domain. The simulation yields a flow field that can be used to cal-254

culate an effective permeability, Ke, using Darcy’s law. The calculated Ke is a function255
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of sp. The results are summarized in FSU curves (Figures 3 and S1) that plot Ke/Km256

against sp, where Km is rock matrix permeability.257

For the 3D DFNs, FSU was also performed using the Effective Medium Theory (Sævik258

et al., 2013). Two main methods of the theory are considered, namely the asymmetric259

self-consistent method260

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

N∑
1

εi(λiBi(Ke) + I)−1Bi(Ke), (1)

and the symmetric self-consistent method261

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

N∑
1

εi
vm

(λiBi(Ke) + I)−1Bi(Ke)Rm(Km)−1, (2)

where ε, λ, v refer respectively to dimensionless fracture density, dimensionless frac-262

ture permeability and volume fraction. The indices i ∈ [1, N ] refer to different fracture263

sets. B and R are tensor functions whose parameters are the shape and orientation of264

the corresponding fracture set. We refer the reader to Sævik et al. (2013) for the deriva-265

tion of equations 1 and 2 as well as the expressions for ε, λ, B and R.266

The symmetric self-consistent method differs from its asymmetric counterpart in267

that it mathematically represents the matrix as an equivalent fracture set in its deriva-268

tion (Barthélémy, 2009; Sævik et al., 2013). This has been shown to improve results at269

low fracture densities. However, the asymmetric self-consistent method better predicts270

percolation thresholds (Sævik et al., 2013; Saevik et al., 2014).271

While equations 1 and 2 were developed for monodisperse fracture sets which con-272

tain only constant sized fractures with no variation in orientation, they can be extended273

for polydisperse fracture sets. Ebigbo et al. (2016) showed results of the application of274

the Effective Medium Theory on polydisperse fracture sets. However, no methodology275

was provided as to how equations 1 and 2 were adapted. Here, we demonstrate how we276

apply the Effective Medium Theory to polydisperse fracture sets through the asymmet-277

ric self-consistent method. The same solution strategy can be used for the symmetric278

self-consistent method.279

First, we consider a single polydisperse fracture set that has continuously distributed280

fracture sizes. We can then define a fracture density function ε(s) such that ε(s) ds is281

the P31 density of fractures with sizes within [s, s+ds]. In this work, the fracture den-282

sity function used is ε(s) = αs−a, which follows a power law distribution (Bonnet et283

al., 2001). In line with the assumed linear aperture-size relationship and the cubic law,284

we also let the intrinsic fracture permeability depend on fracture size, such that λ = λ(s).285

Since the shapes and orientations of all fractures are fixed, B remains constant.286

For this fracture set, we can rewrite equation 1 in continuous form as287

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

∫ smax

smin

ε(s) (λ(s)B + I)
−1
B ds. (3)

If there are Nf polydisperse fracture sets, we can sum up their contributions to arrive288

at289

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

Nf∑
i=1

[∫ si,max

si,min

εi(s) (λi(s)Bi + I)
−1
Bi ds

]
, (4)

where each fracture set i has fracture sizes ranging from si,min to si,max, a fracture den-290

sity function εi(s) and a permeability-size relationship λi(s).291
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To perform FSU with equation 4, we only account for contributions from fractures292

smaller than a partitioning size sp. So we substitute si,max with sp to obtain293

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

Nf∑
i=1

[∫ sp

si,min

εi(s) (λi(s)Bi + I)
−1
Bi ds

]
, (5)

which can be used to solve for effective permeabilities.294

However, equation 5 is an implicit equation in Ke and it is not obvious how the295

integral terms can be analytically solved. Hence, we approximate each polydisperse frac-296

ture set as Nss monodisperse fracture subsets. For a particular polydisperse fracture set297

i, we perform the following:298

1. Calculate subset size range δsi = (sp − si,min) /Nss.299

2. For each subset j = 1, 2, ...., Nss300

(a) Determine the representative fracture size si,j = si,min + (j − 0.5) δsi.301

(b) Calculate the subset dimensionless intrinsic fracture permeability λi,j = λi(si,j).302

(c) Calculate the subset fracture density

εi,j =

∫ si,min+jδsi

si,min+(j−1)δsi

εi(s) ds.

This procedure results in a total of Nf×Nss fracture subsets. The first Nss sub-303

sets are generated from the first fracture set. The next Nss subsets are generated from304

the second fracture set, and so on. The construction of the monodisperse subsets allows305

us to make the following approximation306 ∫ sp

si,min

εi(s) (λi(s)Bi + I)
−1
Bi ds ≈

Nss∑
j=1

εi,j (λi,jBi + I)
−1
Bi, (6)

for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nf}. Substituting 6 into 5, we arrive at307

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

Nf∑
i=1

Nss∑
j=1

εi,j (λi,jBi + I)
−1
Bi. (7)

Applying the same procedure to the symmetric self-consistent method, we obtain308

Ke = Km +
4

3
π

Nf∑
i=1

Nss∑
j=1

εi,j
vm

(λi,jBi + I)
−1
BiR

−1
m . (8)

Note that equations 7 and 8 have the same form as the standard Effective Medium309

Theory equations 1 and 2. Hence, the monodisperse fracture subsets can simply be re-310

indexed and used with the standard equations to calculate effective permeabilities.311

We performed FSU for the 3D DFNs using equations 7 and 8 with Nsf = 1000312

to ensure the method converges. The results are shown in Figures 3 and S1. It is worth313

noting that FSU using the Effective Medium Theory does not involve DFNs themselves.314

Instead, the inputs for the Effective Medium Theory are the parameters used to gener-315

ate the DFNs. Since the DFNs that we have used in this study are only one stochastic316

realization of each parameter set, we further generated nine stochastic realizations for317

each case studied. Numerical FSU was performed for these stochastic realizations and318

the results are also included in Figures 3 and S1. The results from the additional stochas-319

tic realizations allow us to verify that the FSU curves generated from the Effective Medium320

Theory are applicable to all the realizations. The additional stochastic realizations are321

not used for any subsequent simulations in this work.322
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2.4 Calculation of Threshold Partitioning Sizes323

As will be shown in the results section, FSU allows us to observe threshold par-324

titioning sizes beyond which effective permeabilities begin to increase rapidly. Here, we325

outline a quantitative algorithm for determining the threshold partitioning sizes. Note326

that the same algorithm can be applied to both numerical and analytical FSU. Given327

(sp,Ke/Km) pairs calculated from numerical or analytical FSU, we perform the follow-328

ing:329

1. Calculate log(Ke/Km) for each sp.330

2. Calculate the numerical first and second derivatives of log(Ke/Km) with respect331

to sp using the central difference scheme. Forward or backward difference schemes332

are used for the end points.333

3. Calculate the radius of curvature for log(Ke/Km) with respect to sp using the first334

and second derivatives calculated in the preceding step.335

4. Fit a quadratic curve to the first calculated local minimum and its adjacent points.336

5. sp at the minimum point on the quadratic curve is the threshold partitioning size337

s∗p.338

For each 3D DFN, since FSU was performed both numerically and analytically, s∗p339

corresponding to each approach is calculated. Finally, the average numerically determined340

s∗p values for all the 3D DFN realizations were also calculated. The results are shown in341

Tables 2 and S2. For each 2D outcrop-based model, thresholds were calculated using the342

FSU curves for both the x- and y- directions. The final s∗p is the average of the two.343

Table 2. Threshold partitioning sizes calculated for the 2D and 3D DFNs. s∗p,DFN refers to

thresholds calculated from the main DFN used for drawdown simulations. s∗p,ASC and s∗p,SSC

are, respectively, thresholds calculated from the asymmetric and symmetric self-consistent meth-

ods. s∗p,var and σ∗
p,var refer to the average and standard deviation of thresholds calculated using

additional stochastic realizations. All values are in meters.

Name s∗p,DFN s∗p,ASC s∗p,SSC s∗p,var σ∗
p,var

A 8.77 9.08 10.40 8.80 0.25
B 6.96 7.23 8.10 6.92 0.08
C 6.34 6.74 7.74 6.53 0.30
D 13.30 13.93 16.31 12.67 0.89

Apodi 2 3.41 (x), 3.41 (y), 3.41 (average) N/A N/A N/A N/A
Apodi 4 2.34 (x), 1.88 (y), 2.11 (average) N/A N/A N/A N/A

2.5 Hybrid Models344

Given sp, once small fractures are upscaled to obtain Ke, a hybrid model contain-345

ing only fractures ranging from [sp, smax] can be constructed. The background perme-346

ability used in the hybrid model is Ke instead of Km. Using the FSU curves in Figures347

3 and S1, for each dataset, we created a set of hybrid models corresponding to different348

sp. These models will be used to evaluate the impact of different partitioning choices on349

the accuracy of hybrid representations.350

The hybrid models, along with the original full DFN model, are subjected to draw-351

downs in order to compare their performances. The 3D DFN models are tested using352

fixed pressure boundary conditions while the 2D outcrop-based models are tested using353

a single well with fixed production rate (Figure 4 and S3). The different drawdown con-354
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ditions are used to test the robustness of our findings. In all cases, initial pressure is 100bars355

and typical oil properties are used (ρo = 700kg/m3, µo = 5cP, co = 10−5bars-1). The356

results of these drawdown tests are shown in Figures 4, S2 and S3.357

To compare the performance of hybrid models to the fully resolved models, the mis-358

match between hybrid and reference model solutions are also calculated at selected points359

in time (Figure 5). The calculation of the mismatch is as follows360

e(sp) =

∣∣∣∣X(sp)−Xref

Xref

∣∣∣∣ , (9)

where X refers to either flowrate or pressure derivative, depending on the type of draw-361

down simulated. Xref corresponds to the results generated by the fully resolved mod-362

els.363

Additionally, for each sp, model simplification is measured through the reduction364

in the number of fractures, the number of fracture grid cells, and the number of NNCs365

(Figure 5). The number of fractures in a hybrid model is expected to be less than the366

corresponding fully resolved model since fractures smaller than sp have been upscaled.367

Consequently, the number of fracture grid cells are reduced. With less fractures, the num-368

ber of NNCs is also reduced. The reduction of grid cells and NNCs will both ease the369

computational load on the reservoir simulator’s linear solver. The calculations for model370

simplification are performed using the following equation371

∆Y (sp) =
Y (sp)

Yref
, (10)

where Y refer to either the number of fractures, the number of fracture grid cells, or the372

number of NNCs.373

3 Results374

3.1 Effective Permeability and Partitioning Size375

Numerical FSU results are shown in Figure 3 for the four 3D cases and outcrop-376

based DFNs. Results for the additional 3D cases are shown in Figure S1. These curves377

establish the relationship between upscaled permeabilities and partitioning sizes. While378

they are mainly used in our study to facilitate hybrid model construction, we make some379

noteworthy observations.380

The FSU curves show that Ke/Km increases monotonically with sp. This is be-381

cause as sp increases, the size range of fractures that are upscaled increases, resulting382

in a denser set of fractures. This naturally enhances the overall connectivity and con-383

ductivity of the fracture network.384

It can also be observed that the FSU curves show a percolation behaviour, where385

Ke suddenly increases rapidly past some threshold s∗p. This implies that with low sp val-386

ues, fracture subsets are not well connected, but as sp increases, not only does the num-387

ber of fractures in the subset increase, but the connectivity of the fracture subset increases388

as well. Calculated s∗p values are shown in Tables 2 and S2. We hypothesize that single389

porosity hybrid modelling is only applicable when sp ≤ s∗p.390

The 3D cases are also used to illustrate how the shape of FSU curves depends on391

fracture network properties. When the fracture density is doubled (Case B), the result-392

ing fracture subset contains more fractures for the same sp. This is reflected in the FSU393

curve which shows higher overall Ke and an earlier transition to large Ke (smaller s∗p).394

In Case C, the power law size exponent is doubled. Hence the proportion of small sized395

fractures is higher, which causes the fracture subset to percolate earlier (smaller s∗p). In396

Case D, the range of fracture sizes is larger. Subsequently, Ke begins to increase rapidly397

from a larger sp (larger s∗p).398
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3.2 Single Phase Flow in Hybrid Models399

In Figure 4, we show the results for six drawdown studies based on our datasets.400

We further performed eleven drawdown studies that are shown in Figures S2 and S3. In401

all studies, we show full model solutions based on the original non-upscaled data; these402

serve as reference solutions. All other solutions are generated from hybrid models cor-403

responding to different sp values.404

A fixed pressure boundary (50 bars) is used to initiate a drawdown for the 3D DFNs.405

Hence the plots show outlet flowrate against time. Due to the high fracture-to-rock per-406

meability ratio, the pressure drop preferentially diffuses through the fracture network.407

When pressure in the fractures depletes significantly, fluid in the rock matrix begins to408

recharge the fracture network. This results in a stationary flow regime (Cases A to D409

in Figure 4, and Figure S2). Finally, when pressure in the entire model depletes, flowrate410

at the outlet goes to zero.411

For Apodi 2 (Figure 4), a well is positioned in the rock matrix and drawn down412

at a fixed rate (0.1m3/day). The pressure derivative response initially shows a straight413

line due to the wellbore storage effect as pressure is depleted in the well. We then ob-414

serve an infinite acting regime when the perturbation at the well only diffuses through415

the matrix; this corresponds to the flat plateau in the derivative plot. Once the effect416

of the well drawdown reaches the nearest fracture, fluid depletion from the fracture net-417

work dominates due to the high fracture conductivities. This results in a dip on the pres-418

sure derivative (Bourdet, Ayoub, & Pirard, 1989; Egya et al., 2018). For Apodi 4, the419

behaviour is similar (Figure S3).420

In another test, we positioned a well to intersect the largest fracture in Apodi 4421

and drew down at a fixed rate (1m3/day) (Figure 4). In this setup, there is similarly an422

initial wellbore storage effect which manifests itself in a straight line. The pressure drop423

at the well then diffuses through the fracture network. In this regime, the rock matrix424

is effectively impermeable. Once the pressure diffusion reaches the boundaries, fluid pres-425

sure in the fractures begin to drop significantly. The fluid contained in the rock matrix426

then begins to recharge the fracture network. This results in a dip on the pressure deriva-427

tive as well (Gringarten, 1987). For Apodi 2, the behaviour is similar (Figure S3).428

In all drawdown studies, the differences between hybrid and full model results are429

minimal for small sp values. However, it is observed that as sp increases, the correspond-430

ing hybrid model produces results that deviate more from the reference solution (Fig-431

ure 4). The flowrate or pressure derivative mismatch (Figure 5) generally shows the same432

trend. As the mismatch is measured at a fixed point in time, the mismatch seemingly433

decreases for some cases at large sp values. However, Figure 4 shows that the overall draw-434

down response of the hybrid models continuously deviate away from the reference so-435

lutions.436

In terms of model simplification, the number of fractures, fracture grid cells and437

NNCs all decrease as sp is increased (Figure 5), which suggests a trade-off relationship438

between model simplicity and accuracy. Large sp values result in simpler models with439

less explicit fractures that produce less accurate results. In practice, we seek an inter-440

mediate sp which allows us to balance both needs. It is noteworthy that for small sp val-441

ues, as sp increases, the percentage reduction in fractures, fracture cells and NNCs ex-442

ceeds the increase in flowrate or pressure derivative mismatch. This favourable trade-443

off ascertains that hybrid models do have the capability to simplify simulations while pre-444

serving accuracy. In section 4, we will discuss how to choose an appropriate sp value with-445

out having to perform any flow simulations.446
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3.3 Accuracy of Effective Medium Theory447

The FSU curves generated for the 3D DFNs using the Effective Medium Theory448

are also shown in Figures 3 and S1. In general, there is a good match between the re-449

sults obtained from both numerical and analytical approaches. Furthermore, the results450

show that FSU results from the Effective Medium Theory are representative of differ-451

ent stochastic realizations of the same fracture network parameter set. We observe that452

the asymmetric self-consistent method generally performs better in terms of overall Ke453

calculations. In particular, the asymmetric self-consistent method better captures the454

percolation behaviour in the FSU curves. As the threshold partitioning size is closely linked455

to this percolation behaviour, the asymmetric self-consistent method outperforms the456

symmetric self-consistent method in terms of accurately determining the threshold par-457

titioning size (Tables 2 and S2). The accuracy of the asymmetric self-consistent method458

in terms of predicting percolation behaviour is in line with Sævik et al. (2013)’s obser-459

vations.460

The ability of the Effective Medium Theory to capture the percolation behaviour461

in the FSU curves is noteworthy since its mathematical formulation does not account462

for fracture network topology. This has similarly been observed by Sævik et al. (2013)463

and no explanation has been provided yet.464

The main limitation that prevents the Effective Medium Theory from being used465

for the Apodi 2 and 4 datasets is that it does not take into consideration the abutment466

relationships between fracture sets. However, in our studies, the Effective Medium The-467

ory is more efficient than numerical flow-based upscaling and reduces the FSU process-468

ing time significantly. Based on the implementation of EDFM and the Effective Medium469

Theory that was available to us, FSU using EDFM takes hours (including preprocess-470

ing and solving for flow) while the Effective Medium Theory takes seconds. Although471

the Effective Medium Theory is more efficient than EDFM for the purpose of FSU, we472

note that there is room for optimization of the EDFM code that we used. Such improve-473

ments may further reduce the time needed to perform FSU using EDFM. As such, EDFM474

should not be simply dismissed in favour of the Effective Medium Theory on the basis475

of speed.476

4 Discussion477

4.1 Effect of Partitioning Size on Accuracy of Simulation Results478

Using the drawdown studies, we established that there is a trade-off between model479

simplicity and accuracy. As such, we seek an intermediate sp value that strikes a bal-480

ance between the two. The selection of an intermediate sp value applicable to single poros-481

ity hybrid modelling should be performed a priori. It should adequately reduce the com-482

putational complexity of the hybrid model while preserving its fidelity.483

We previously hypothesized that the threshold partitioning size s∗p determined from484

FSU can be used to determine if a single porosity hybrid model is applicable for a given485

partitioning size. The values for s∗p are shown in Tables 2 and S2. Based on the draw-486

down results in Figures 4, 5, S2 and S3, it can be seen that hybrid models correspond-487

ing to sp ≤ s∗p produce results that are very similar to the reference full model solu-488

tion. On the other hand, hybrid model solutions corresponding to sp > s∗p begin to de-489

viate significantly from the reference solutions. For example, in Case A, s∗p = 8.77m.490

The drawdown results for Case A show that hybrid models corresponding to sp ≤ s∗p491

are all capable of matching the full model results. In contrast, hybrid models with sp >492

s∗p result in significant deviations from the reference solution (Figure 4). The same ob-493

servation can be made for most of the other cases studied in this work.494
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Exceptions to this behaviour were observed in Apodi 2 and 4, Cases 2 and 7. For495

Apodi 2 and 4, hybrid model deviations are insignificant even at partitioning sizes which496

are larger than the calculated thresholds (Figure 4). This discrepancy is due to fractures497

being undersampled, resulting in distributions of fractures that are not continuous. The498

effect of undersampling on FSU is that the FSU curves no longer smooth (Figure 3). Con-499

sequently, the quantitative approach for determining s∗p (which relies on curvature cal-500

culations) becomes unreliable. A posteriori determination of optimum partitioning sizes501

from the drawdown results (Figure 4) indicate that s∗p should be 10m and 5m for Apodi502

2 and 4. Inspection of the FSU curves for Apodi 2 and 4 reaffirms that effective perme-503

abilities of fracture subsets indeed increase rapidly after 10m and 5m for Apodi 2 and504

4 respectively.505

For Case 2, s∗p = 12.37m but hybrid model deviations are insignificant beyond s∗p =506

11.25m (Figure S2). In this case, since fracture density was halved, the domain size may507

not be on the scale of a Representative Elementary Volume. Within the same domain,508

there are much less fractures. As a result, the DFN becomes very sensitive to the removal509

of any fractures. Finally, for Case 7, s∗p = 14.15m but hybrid model deviations are sig-510

nificant even at small sp values (Figure S2). In this case, as the minimum size is dou-511

bled, the fracture sizes become almost uniform. The deviation from continuously distributed512

fracture sizes invalidates the use of threshold partitioning sizes for this case.513

Overall, the results obtained show that s∗p determined from FSU are effective in eval-514

uating the suitability of a partitioning threshold for single porosity hybrid modelling. For515

Cases A to D, fractures smaller than the calculated thresholds (Table 2) are shown in516

red in Figure 1. For Apodi 2 and 4, fractures highlighted in red are those smaller than517

the optimum partitioning sizes determined from the drawdown results. The efficacy of518

s∗p is due to its association with the percolation behaviour observed in the permeability-519

size relationships. In order for a single porosity representation to be valid, we have to520

ensure that there is no separation of scale between fluid flow in the matrix and the up-521

scaled fracture network (Matthai & Belayneh, 2004). For low sp values, the small frac-522

tures are disperse and poorly connected. Pressure perturbations diffuse through the rock523

matrix and small fractures at almost equal rates. However, for high sp values, the small524

fractures are abundant and become well connected. In this case, pressure perturbations525

will preferentially diffuse through the small fractures before affecting the fluid in the rock.526

s∗p is the threshold where the small fractures begin to be connected. Therefore, sp must527

be smaller than s∗p to obtain an accurate single porosity hybrid model.528

From a pragmatic viewpoint, a threshold partitioning size s∗p implies a limit to how529

much we can simplify our simulation model. This is because as sp increases beyond s∗p,530

we begin to reduce computational load at the expense of model accuracy. In practice,531

determining s∗p allows us to assess our modelling approach. If the simulation grid size532

used in a model is smaller than s∗p, we can be sure that upscaling fractures smaller than533

the grid cell will not negatively impact model accuracy.534

While the aim of our research is to ensure that single porosity hybrid models are535

created with partitioning sizes that result in accurate models, we note that the existence536

of threshold partitioning sizes may also diminish the appeal of single porosity hybrid mod-537

els. For the 3D DFNs, we compared the simulation times between the full models and538

hybrid models created with partitioning sizes close to the thresholds identified in Table539

2. For the 2D outcrop based models, simulation times between the full models and best540

hybrid models (as identified from Figure 4) are compared. Speedup factors were calcu-541

lated for each case by taking the ratio of full model simulation times to their hybrid model542

counterparts (Figure 1). The speedup factors show that single porosity hybrid modelling543

is not always worth the effort. For Case A and Apodi 4, the speedup factors are low, so544

single porosity hybrid modelling in these cases are not attractive. For case C, single poros-545

ity hybrid modelling yields accurate results and increases computational efficiency by 32.3%,546

making the approach more beneficial in this case.547
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4.2 A priori Identification of Partitioning Threshold548

In Figures 4, 5, S2 and S3, we showed that not all partitioning sizes are suitable549

for single porosity hybrid modelling. As a simulation practitioner, one possible way to550

determine the range of appropriate values for sp is to use a trial-and-error approach, where551

hybrid models with different partitioning sizes are compared to fully resolved models.552

In practice, this is a time consuming process and will not be useful. Based on the553

work presented in this paper, we propose to use FSU to determine the range of sp suit-554

able for single porosity hybrid modelling. We do this by exploiting the percolation be-555

haviour observed in the FSU curves. In general, FSU can be performed numerically for556

all types of fracture networks. Once the FSU curves are calculated, s∗p can be identified.557

Any sp value less than s∗p can then be used to construct single porosity hybrid models.558

As shown in Figures 4, 5, S2 and S3, such single porosity hybrid models will be able to559

match fully resolved models in terms of output accuracy. In the case that sp values larger560

than s∗p are desired due to factors such as limitations on computational resources, higher561

order hybrid methods (e.g. Dual or Triple Porosity hybrid models) may be required.562

To further expedite this decision making process, we also advocate using the Ef-563

fective Medium Theory for FSU whenever possible. Since the Effective Medium Theory564

is a semi-analytical upscaling tool, it produces results in a matter of seconds. By com-565

parison, the numerical approach takes hours to complete due to preprocessing require-566

ments such as grid construction and the establishment of matrix-fracture and fracture-567

fracture connections. As was shown in Figures 3 and S1, for uncorrelated fracture sets,568

with fractures uniformly distributed in space, performing FSU with the Effective Medium569

Theory yields results that match numerical flow-based upscaling. In reality, fracture net-570

works may be less conductive than predicted by the theory. This is because fracture sets571

are usually correlated with each other through abutment relationships. This correlation572

results in less intersections per fracture than expected. Research is ongoing to incorpo-573

rate such relationships in analytical upscaling tools (Hardebol et al., 2015; Makel, 2007;574

Saevik & Nixon, 2017).575

In our work, we have conducted studies on DFNs which are on the hectometer scale,576

which is usually the size of a single gridblock in full field reservoir simulations. As such,577

we have assumed stationarity within our DFN. For full field simulations, stationarity may578

not apply and fracture properties may vary between gridblocks. For such cases, we pro-579

pose to calculate threshold partitioning sizes separately for each gridblock. The split be-580

tween implicit and explicitly represented fractures can then be performed with respect581

to each gridblock’s threshold partitioning size.582

5 Conclusion583

Fluid flow modelling in naturally fractured reservoirs is a challenging process due584

to the multiscale nature of fractures. One of the major difficulties is the accurate rep-585

resentation of multiscale fractures in simulation models. Single porosity hybrid models586

that represent small fractures implicitly and large fractures explicitly are useful in this587

regard. Splitting a fracture set into small and large sets requires the choice of a parti-588

tioning size. In this work, we showed that a threshold partitioning size exists. Splitting589

fracture sets using partitioning sizes below the corresponding thresholds ensures that the590

constructed single porosity hybrid models can reproduce flow responses expected from591

fully resolved models.592

We demonstrated the efficacy of threshold partitioning sizes through numerical stud-593

ies using synthetic 3D and outcrop based 2D datasets. For every dataset, we can iden-594

tify the threshold partitioning size by solving the Laplace equation either numerically595

or analytically. By upscaling small fractures with the rock matrix, we obtain effective596

permeabilities that depend on partitioning size. This permeability-size relationship is597
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also referred to as a Fracture Subset Upscaling curve. The threshold partitioning size598

coincides with the point on the curve where effective permeability of small fractures be-599

gins to increase significantly.600

The drawdown simulations performed on full non-upscaled, and hybrid models con-601

firm that hybrid models created with partitioning sizes do reduce simulation complex-602

ity while maintaining accuracy of outputs. However, partitioning sizes must not be un-603

reasonably large. In fact, for each dataset, we observed that single porosity hybrid mod-604

els constructed with partitioning sizes above the corresponding threshold become sig-605

nificantly inaccurate. The different partitioning thresholds arising from different frac-606

ture network properties also suggests that for fields with spatially varying fracture net-607

work properties, different partitioning thresholds should be used for single porosity hy-608

brid modelling.609

Finally, we also note that Fracture Subset Upscaling can be performed a priori and610

efficiently using the Effective Medium Theory, which is a semi-analytical upscaling tool.611

This technique reduces the time needed to generate the permeability-size relationship612

from hours to seconds. However, the Effective Medium Theory currently does not take613

into consideration geological features such as abutment relationships and non-uniform614

spatial distributions of fractures. Where necessary, numerical flow-based upscaling can615

also be used for Fracture Subset Upscaling. In terms of fracture network properties, a616

numerical approach is less restrictive, but is significantly more resource intensive.617
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Figure 1. Discrete Fracture Networks where red fractures are those with sizes smaller than

the threshold partitioning sizes. Cases A to D: Fixed pressure is applied on blue faces. Domain

size is 100m x 100m x 100m in all cases. Apodi 2 and 4: Fixed flowrate is applied at locations

marked with blue circle. Domain size is 220m x 220m x 1m and 100m x 100m x 1m for Apodi 2

and 4 respectively.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the Fracture Subset Upscaling procedure. Given a fracture network

and a user defined partitioning size, sp, fractures larger then sp are removed. Remaining small

fractures are upscaled using either a numerical or analytical flow-based approach. The entire

process is repeated for different partitioning sizes to capture the relationship between effective

permeability and partitioning size.
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Figure 3. Fracture Subset Upscaling. Cases A to D correspond to generated 3D DFNs. Since

the 3D DFNs used for the drawdown simulations in Figure 4 are only one realization for each

case, nine additional DFNs were generated to capture possible variations from the power law size

distribution used. The Apodi 2 and 4 models are based on outcrop fracture data.
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Figure 4. Drawdown curves for fully resolved models, and hybrid models corresponding to

different partitioning sizes.
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Figure 5. Errors and simplifications due to hybrid modelling. Errors are calculated at 0.001

minutes for Case A, 0.001 minutes for Case B, 0.1 minutes for Case C, 0.01 minutes for Case D,

73.2 minutes for Apodi 2, and 0.0412 minutes for Apodi 4.
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